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Two limits on Hardy and Sobolev inequalities 

Megumi Sano* 

Graduate School of Engineering, 

Hiroshima University 

Abstract 

It is known that classical Hardy and Sobolev inequalities hold when the exponent p and 

the dimension N satisfy p < N < oo. In this note, we consider two limits of Hardy and 

Sobolev inequalities as p / N and N / oo in some sense. 
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Let n c RN be a domain and OE n. If the exponent p ~ 1 and the dimension N ~ 2 

satisfy p < N, then the Hardy inequality (1) and the Sobolev inequality (2) hold for any 

u E W~'P(D), where W~'P(D) is a completion of C;;'°(D) with respect to IIV · IILP(O)· 

(1) 

*smegumi@hiroshima-u.ac.jp 
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SN,p (fn 1u(x)IP* dx)? :S fn 1v'u(x)IP dx, (2) 

* _ Np _ ~ (N - p)p-l (r(~)r(N + 1- ~)) N 
where p - N , SN,p - 1r N l ( ) ( N) -p p- rNr1+ 2 

These two inequalities appear in analyzing existence, non-existence, and stability of solu

tion to nonlinear partial differential equations and so on. And their best constants and 

their attainability are well-studied (ref. [3], [30], [22], [9], [4], [16], [25] etc.). Not only 

that, the Sobolev inequality (2) denotes an embedding of the subcritical Sobolev space : 
w~,P c...+ If, and the Hardy inequality (1) denotes an embedding: w~,P c...+ IJ'*,P(c;_ IJ'*). 

Therefore these two inequalities are fundamental and important. 

The Hardy inequality (1) and the Sobolev inequality (2) hold only when the exponent p 

and the dimension N satisfy 

p < N ( the subcritical case). 

Indeed, we observe that if taking limits asp /' N, two best constants ( N;p)P, SN,p go to 

zero and two integrals llullLP(lxl-Pdx), llullLP* for a suitable function u diverge, here ! = oo. 
Therefore we see that two inequalities break down due to the indeterminate forms: 0 x oo. 

However we know well about a sequence of real numbers, it is possible to exist its limit 

even if it is an indeterminate form. In the same spirit, by making two quantities compete 

with each other, of which one goes to zero, and the other diverges by taking a limit of an 

exponent in functional inequality, can we get some "limit" of functional inequality? 
And can we get some "infinite dimensional form" of functional inequality? 

In this note, we explain limiting procedures for the Hardy inequality (1) and the Sobolev 

inequality (2) as p /' N and N /' oo. 

Notation 

• Bf{= {x E RN : lxl < R }. 
N 

• WN-l = N( 1r~) : the area of the unit sphere §N-l c RN. 
I' H2 

• r(t) = fa°° xt- 1e-x dx : the Gamma function. 

• u*(t) = inf{ T > 0 : l{x E RN : lu(x)I > T }I :St} : the rearrangement of u. 

• IJ',q(logLy = { u: fl--+ R measurable : llull£p,q(JogL)" < oo }:theLorentz-Zygmund 

space. 

II II -{(Jt1s!-1 (e+llogslru*(s)qds)½ 
U LP,q()ogL)r - 1 

sup0<s<l!11 SP (e + I log sir u*(s) 

if 1 :Sq< oo, 

if q = 00. 

Note that II · 11£p,q(Jog£)r is not norm. That is a quasi norm. Moreover IJ',q(logL) 0 is 
the Lorentz space IJ',q, L00 ,00 (log LY is the Zygmund space z-r, and Zygmund space 

1 z-r coincides with the Orlicz space Le
1
,,

1
-1;r(= ExpL-;;) with the Young function <I>(t) = 

eltl-i;r - 1 (see [7] p.15 Theorem D (c)). 
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2 Indirect limiting procedure 

2.1 p/"N 

Fix the dimension N ?: 2. We consider some limit of the Hardy inequality (1) and the 

Sobolev inequality (2) asp / N. There is no general theory of getting a limiting form 

of the Hardy inequality (1) and the Sobolev inequality (2). Therefore we have to think 

out how to take a limit corresponding to each case. However, for these two inequalities, 

roughly speaking, we divide a subcritical information, and we sum (or combine} them, then 

we can get a critical (limit) information. 

2.1.1 The Sobolev inequality 

Theorem 2.1. (/34, 24, 31}} Let 1111 < oo. We obtain the following non-sharp Trudinger

Moser inequality (3) as a limit of the Sobolev inequality (2) asp/ N. 

(3) 

Remark 2.2. Here, non-sharp means it does not have its optimal exponent and its best 

constant. It is known that the optimal exponent a of the Trudinger-Moser inequality (3) 
1 

is NwJt: .. ~ (ref. /23}}. However in Theorem 2.1, we can not obtain information of the 

optimality. Unfortunately, we do not know the exact value of the best constant C even 

now. 

Theorem 2.1 was shown by Yudovich [34], Pohozaev [24], Trudinger [31]. Here we prove 

it by the proof of [10] Theorem 1. 7., which uses information of the decay speed of Sobolev's 

best constant SN,p asp/ N. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1 : The decay order of Sobolev's best constant SN,p asp/ N is as 

follows. 

SN,p'"" (N - p)P- 1 (p / N). 

For q E (N, oo), set p = p(q) = ::q• Thenwe see that p / N {::::::::} q / oo and p* = q. 

By the Sobolev inequality (2), we have 

Thus for any q E ( N, oo), we have 

(4) 
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Applying the inequality (4) for q = N1:_1 k implies that 

r [ (M::ll) NN_ll = ~ r ak (M::ll) NN_l k 

Jri exp a ll'vullN dx L Jri k! ll'vullN dx 
k=O 

00 kC__!i_k ( Nk )k-1 Q N-1 -

< c + 1n1 ~ N-1 
- L k! ' 

k=M 

where M » l. By Stirling's formula k! ~ v'2ik, kkck (k--+ oo), we see that the right-hand 

side of the above inequality does not diverge if 

l
(aCe)kl¼ 
~ < 1. 

v21rk 

Therefore the inequality (3) holds for small a. 

2.1.2 The Hardy inequality 

• 

In a limiting case p = N of the Hardy inequality, the following inequality which is called 

the critical Hardy inequality is known. 

--- u dx < l'vulN dx ( N l)N1 I IN 1 
N Bf{ Ix IN (log,;) N - Bf{ 

(a;:::: 1). (5) 

The critical Hardy inequality (19) was founded by Leray [21]. However, unlike the Sobolev 

inequality, the critical Hardy inequality was not drived as a limit of the Hardy inequality 

(1) asp/' N. Therefore, it is unclear, at least for me, that why the inequality (19) is 
called the critical Hardy inequality, and why the logarithmic function appears 
in the Hardy potential in a limiting form. To resolve it, we derive the logarithmic 

function via some limiting procedure for the Hardy inequality (1) asp/' N. 

Theorem 2.3. (/29/) We obtain the following non-sharp critical Hardy inequality (6) as 

a limit of the Hardy inequality (1) asp/' N. 

C 1 lulN dx < 1 l'vulN dx (3,a f3 -

Bf{ Ix IN (log,;) Bf{ 

(a> 1,,8 » 1). (6) 

Remark 2.4. ,B » 1 in Theorem 2.3 is corresponding to a« 1 in Theorem 2.1. Further

more, in Theorem 2. 3, since we forcus on Hardy's best constant ( N ;P )P and the singurality 

of the Hardy potential lxl-p at the origin only, we do not obtain the non-sharp inequality 

(6) with a = 1 which has the boundary singurality. However, if we consider taking a limit of 

the Poincare inequality in a domain n as lr!I ',i O by using an information that Poincare's 

best constant .\(r!) goes to infinity, it is possible to obtain the non-sharp inequality (6) with 

a= l. We omit here. 
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Without loss of generality, we assume R = l. Before the proof of Theorem 2.3, we 

prepare taking a limit of the Hardy inequality (1) asp/' N. 

Set Pk= N - ¼fork EN. Then k /' oo {==} Pk/' N. Since Hardy's best constant for 
the exponent Pk ( < N) is (N-Pk)Pk ~ k-N, it goes to zero ask/' oo. On the other hand, Pk 
since the Hardy potential lxl-Pk goes to lxl-N ~ L1 (B0 ) ask/' oo, the integral JB, :~:=: dx 
goes to infinity as k /' oo. In order to measure the speed of its divergence and make the 

integral compete Hardy's best constant, we consider the followings. 

Let f E C 1(0,oo) be a monotone-decreasing function with limt--++oof(t) = 0, and 

{ ¢k}kEZ C C~(RN \ {O}) be a sequence of radial functions which satisfy the followings. 

+oo 
(i) L <Pk(x)N = 1, 0 :S: <Pk(x) :S: 1 (\fx E RN\ {O}), 

k=-oo 

( ii) supp <Pk C B J(k) \ B J(k+2) · 

For a radial function u E CJ ( B 1), we set uk = u <Pk, Ak = supp uk c B1 n ( B J(k) \ B J(k+2)). 

We can divide RN\ {O} by balls Bf(k)· Whether we can obtain a limit of the Hardy 

inequality (1) depends on f which decides how to devide the domain B1 . In order to 

obtain a limit of the Hardy inequality (1) by this limiting procedure, the left-hand side of 

the Hardy inequality (1) with the exponent Pk and the function uk must not be vanishing 

as k--+ oo. We shall determine such f. 

Since k :S: J-1 (lxl) :S: k + 2 for x E Ak, the left-hand side of the Hardy inequality (1) 

with Pk and Uk can be estimated as follows. 

(7) 

where the second inequality comes from the pointwise estimate (Radial lemma) for the 
N-1 

radial function uk: luk(x)I :S: IIVukllN (log ~~~l)--w- (x E Ak)- Therefore, if for any k EN 
the function f satisfies 

(8) 

then the information on the left-hand side of the classical Hardy inequality (1) is not 

vanishing in this limiting procedure. From (8) and l'H6pital's rule, we have an ordinary 

differential inequality for f as follows: 

!J(t);::: -Cf(t) 
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whose solution satisfies f(t) 2:: e-Ct_ Thus f-1 (t) 2:: ~log¼- We belive that the above 

caluculation and consideration give some explanation of appearance of the logarithmic 

function at the Hardy potential in the limiting case p = N. 
Hereinafter we set f(t) = e-t. 

Proof of Theomre 2.3: 

From Lemma 2 [29], it is enough to show the inequality (6) for radial function u E CJ(B1). 

By the Hardy inequality (1), fork 2:'. 1 we have 

From (7) and (8), for k 2:'. 1 we have 

C r luklN N dx < r IVuklN dx. 
J Ak Ix IN (log 1!1) - J Ak 

Therefore for any a > 1 and k E Z we have 

where 

ifk2::l, 

if k = 0, -1, 

if k ~ -2. 

(9) 

Here, note that the inequality (9) for k = 0, -1 comes from the Poincare inequality and the 
boundedness of the function lxl-N(log 1~1)-fl on the domain A0 U A_1 C B1 \ Be-2. Since 

we have 

By Radial Lemma for u, we have 
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which implies that for (3 > 2N 

• 

2.2 N /oo 
For fixed p ( < N), we consider some infinite dimensional form of the Sobolev inequality 

(2). Of course, since we can not consider a limit of (2) as N /' oo in the usual sense, we 

have to think out something, see also [17] p.1062. In this section, we assume p = 2. By 

using the scalar product strucure of the Euclidean space, we derive a logarithmic Sobolev 

inequality with the best constant from the Sobolev inequality (2) as N /' oo based on 

Beckner-Peason's paper [6]. We can not apply this method in LP case. For the best 

constant and the attainability of the LP logarithmic Sobolev inequality, we refer [14]. 

Theorem 2.5. (/6}) We obtain the following logarithmic Sobolev inequality (10) as a limit 

of the Sobolev inequality (2) as N /' oo: for any u E W1•2 (Rn) with fRn lul 2dx = 1, 

r lul 2 (log lul 2)dy ~ '!!.2 log (-2- r 1Vul2dy) . }Rn Ken}Rn 
Remark 2.6. The constant ";n in (10) is optimal. 

Proof of Theorem 2. 5 : 

(10) 

Taking log on the both sides of the Sobolev inequality (2) and applying Jensen's inequal

ity, we have the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (11) without optimal constant for any 

f E W 1•2 (RN) with JRN IJl 2 dx = l as follows. 

~ LN IJl2 (log IJl 2)dx ~ ;. log (LN 111 2'-2 111 2 dx) ~ log ( gN~2 LN IV 11 2 dx) (11) 

Let N = Rn for£ E N. By the scalar product structure of the Euclidean space, we see 

X = (~) E Rn X .. • X Rn = Rfn = RN, xi = ( x1, • .. , x~) E Rn ( i = 1, 2, • .. , £). 
f 

f 

LN ll(x)l2dx = !] Ln lu(xi)l2dxi = l, 

LN ll(x)l2 (log ll(x)l 2)dx = £ Ln lu(y)l2 (log lu(y)l 2)dy, 

r 1Vl(x)l2dx = f, r 1Vu(y)l2dy. }RN }Rn 
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Applying these equalities to (11), we have 

H. lul'(log lul')dy ~ log ( n,(;- 2) (~i;O ¾ L l'vul'dy) • 

Since r(t) ~ v"iirtt-½ e-t as t • oo (Stirling's formula), we have 

2 1 (r(N)) N ~ _2_ (N • oo) 
mr(N - 2) r( ~) 1ren 

which implies the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (10) with optimal constant. • 

Remark 2. 7. It is known that the Gaussian logarithmic Sobolev inequality /17} is equivalent 

to the Euclidian logarithmic Sobolev inequality /32} (see e.g. /32}, /5}). 

3 Direct limiting procedure 

We can not take a limit directly for the Hardy inequality (1) and the Sobolev inequality 

(2) in the usual sense asp/' or N /' oo. In this section, we derive equivalent forms to the 

Hardy and Sobolev inequalities via a transformation, and we take a limit directly for these 

equivalent forms in the usual sense as p /' or N /' oo. For an unified viewpoint to such 

kind of transformations, see [28] Section 2. In this section, we consider only radial 
functions. 

3.1 p/"N 

In this subsection, we refer [19]. By [19], the following transformation is introduced for 

the Hardy and Sobolev inequalities on the whole space. 

N-p N-p !:!....:::..I!. 
u(r) = w(t), where r-~ - R-~ = C p- 1 (12) 

Here u E CJact(Bf{ \ {0}) n C(BI{),w E CJact(RN \ {0}) n C(RN),x E BI{,y E RN, 
r = lxl, s = IYI• Note that in the transformation (12), the left-hand side is the fundamental 
solution of p-Laplacian on BI{, and the right-hand side is it on RN. Since 

we have 

(13) 
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On the other hand, we have 

(14) 

(15) 

Therefore we see that the Sobolev inequality on the whole space for w: 

is equivalent to the following inequality for u on Bf{: 

(16) 

Since the inequality (16) also has the boundary singularity, we observe that the inequality 

(16) is an improvement of the classical Sobolev inequality (2). Moreover, since the improved 

inequality (16) is equivalent to the classical Sobolev inequality (2) on the whole space under 

the transformation (12), we can obtain several results (e.g. the scale invariance structure, 

the attainability of the best constant etc.) for the improved inequality (16) from results 

for the classical Sobolev inequality (2), see [19]. 
We can not take a limit directly for the classical Sobolev inequality (2) in the usual sense 

asp/" N. However it is possible to take a limit directly for the improved Sobolev 
inequality (16). Indeed, since limx--+O 1--;x =log¼ for r E (0, 1), we have 

( !'!..:::..I'.)~ N-1 * lxl p-i N - p R --w-P 
1 - (-) ~ (-log-) (p /" N). 

R p-1 lxl (17) 

Therefore, on the left-hand of the improved Sobolev inequality (16), we have 

( )

N 

1rlf N lu(x)I 
• ( N) sup "'-=-l (p /" N). 

f 1 + 2 xEBN (1 R ) N 
R 0g jxf 

Hence we obtain the following. 

Theorem 3.1. (/19}) We obtain the following Alvino inequality /2} as a limit of the Sobolev 

inequality (2) on the whole space asp/" N. 

( sup lu(x) IN-1) N :::; r l'vulN dx. 
xEBf'{ ( log l~I) --W- } Bf{ 
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On the other hand, we see that the Hardy inequality on the whole space for w is equivalent 
to the following inequality on BI{ for u. 

(18) 

By (17), we have 

( N-p)p r lulP d (N-l)N r lulN d ( /"N) 

p JB½ lxlP ( 1 - (w) ~r X • N JB½ lxlN (10g 1~1)N X p . 

Theorem 3.2. (/19}) We obtain the critical Hardy inequality {19) as a limit of the Hardy 

inequality ( 1) on the whole space as p / N. 

( N 1)N r 1 1N r --- JF u dx < JF IVulN dx. 
N Bli lxlN (log~)N - Bli 

(19) 

Remark 3.3. The above calculation holds only for radial functions. If we consider the 

transformation (12) for non-radial functions as follows: 

_!:!_= _!:!_= _N-p 
u(rw) = w(tw), where r p-l - R p-l = t p-l and WE sN-1, 

we have 

We observe that the differential operator Lp is different from the usual gradient V. 
In /28}, a generalization of the transformation (12) is considered for radial functions. 

Moreover, without the transformation, the attainability of minimization problems for all 

functions is studied in /28}. 

3.2 N /oo 
In this subsection, we refer [28]. In order to obtain an infinite limiting form of the 

Sobolev inequality, we consider the following transformation: 
m-p N-p 

u(r) = w(t), where r-""ii=T = C""ii=T. (20) 

Here u E C;ad(Rm \ {0}) n C(Rm),w E C;ad(RN \ {0}) n C(RN),x E Rm,y E RN, 
r = lxl, s = IYI- Let p, m, N satisfy 1 :::; p < m:::; N. Thanks to the transformation (20), 
we can obtain an equivalent inequality on the lower dimensional Soboelv space wJ,P(Rm) 
to the Sobolev inequality on the higher dimensional Sobolev space wJ,P(RN). Therefore, 

since we can regard the dimension N as a parameter, we can take a limit of the Sobolev 

inequality as N / oo. In the same way as before, we have 
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Therefore we have 

r IVwlP dy = WN-1 (N -p)p-1 r IVulP dx, 
}RN Wm-1 m - p }Rm 

__!!__p_ 1 I I __!!__p__ d WN-1 m - p 1 lul N-p d 
W N-p Y = -- --- ----',-,-- X. 

RN Wm-1 N - P Rm lxl 1:,~';P 

Thus we observe that the higher dimensional Sobolev inequality (2) for won RN is equiv

alent to the following lower dimensional inequality (21) for u on Rm. 

(21) 

Since 

N1rlf 
WN-l = ( N) and r(t) ~ J2;tt-½ e-t as t-+ oo (Stirling's formula), r 1+ 2 

we can calculate the limit of the coefficient on the left-hand side of the inequality (21) as 

N /' oo as follows. 

SN,p (Wm-1) N (m -P)p-f, 
WN-1 N-p 

= 1r~N (N - p)p-l (m- p)P (r(1;)r(N + 1-1;)wm-i (N - p))-1, 

p - 1 N - p r(N)f(l + 1¥-) WN-1 (m - p) 

=__!!__ (m-p)P (wm-i(N-p))N (r(1;)r(7N+1))-f, 
N - p (p - l)P-1 m - p f(N + 1) 

( )p ( !i),;-2e-P (p-1 N + 1) p 2 e----:;;-N-1 p 
m-p P P m-p 

( 

N 1 N 1'2N+l p-1 ) N 

rv (p- l)p-1 (N + l)N+½c(N+l) rv (-p-) (N /' oo). 

Therefore, on the left-hand side of the inequality (21), we have 

SN,p (wm-1) f, (m -P)p-f, ( { lut: dx) ~-+ (m -P)P { lu(x)IP dx. 
WN-1 N - p }Rm lxl N-pp p }Rm lxlP 

Hence we observe a new relationship between the Hardy and Sobolev inequalities as follows. 

Theorem 3.4. We obtain the Hardy inequality (1) as an infinite dimensional form of the 

Sobolev inequality (2). 

On the other hand, under (20), we have 

( N; p)P LN 11:i': dy = ::=: (: = :)p-1 (m; p)P Lm :~:: dx. 

Therefore we see that the higher dimensional Hardy inequality for won RN is equivalent to 

the lower dimensional Hardy inequality for u on Rm. Hence, we observe that the Hardy 
inequality (1) is dimension free in some sence, and an infinite dimensional form of 

the Hardy inequality is the Hardy inequality again. 
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4 Summary and supplement 

We summarize §2 and §3. 

In §2, we consider two limits of the Hardy and Sobolev inequalities as p /' N and 

N /' oo via indirect limiting procedures. For these indirect limiting procedures, we can 

not expect to get an information of the best constant in the limiting inequality in general. 

However it is possible to apply the indirect limiting procedure to a higher order inequality 

and another inequality. Indeed, in [29], the indirect limiting procedure is applied to the 

Rellich inequality, which is known as a higher order generalization of the Hardy inequality, 

and the Poincare inequality (For the Rellich inequality, we consider a limit asp/' 1¥-- For 

the Poincare inequality, we consider a limit as lr21 '\{ 0). 

On the other hand, in §3, we restrict radial functions only and we derive equivalent 

forms to the Hardy and Sobolev inequalities via some transformations. Through these 

equivalent forms, we consider two limits of the Hardy and Sobolev inequality as p /' N 

and N /' oo via direct limiting procedures. For these direct limiting procedures, we can 

obtain an information of the best constant in the limiting inequality. However, these direct 

limiting procedures are based on the special transformations. Therefore it seems difficult 

to generalize to a higher order case. Based on these transformations, we observe that two 

well-known embeddings of the subcritical Sobolev space W~·P(p < N) : 

w~,P y I.f ,P (The Hardy inequality), 1 * * * W0 ,P Y .Il' ,P = LP (The Sobolev inequality) 

become the following embeddings in the limiting case where p = N. 

w~,N (B1 ) y L 00 ,N (log L)-1 (The critical Hardy inequality), 

w~,N (B1) Y L00 •00 (log L)-l+fr = ExpLNN_l 

(The Alvino inequality, The Trudinger-Moser inequality). 

From an inclusion property of the Lorentz-Zygmund space (see e.g. [8] Theorem 9.5.), we 
obtain the embeddings of the critical Sobolev space w~,N (B1 ) as follows : 

w~·N(B1) Y L 00 ,N(logL)-1 Y L00•q(logL)-l+fr-¼ Y L00 •00 (logL)-l+fr = ExpLNN_l 

for any q E ( N, oo). For the attainability of the best constants associated with the above 

embeddings (inequalities), see [2, 11, 1, 18, 12, 20, 27]. 

In addition, we refer several related works to this note as follows: 

• [33] : LP boundedness of the Hilbert transformation when p '\{ 1 

• [35] XII 4.41. : .Il' boundedness of the Hilbert transformation when p /' oo 

• [26] Corollary 3.2.4: A derivation of the Sobolev inequality form the Nash inequality 

• [15] : The LP logarithmic Sobolev inequality when p /' oo 

• [13] : A derivation of some equivalent inequality to the classical Hardy inequality 

(Here, the meaning of the equivalence in [13] is weaker than it in §3. That is, the va

lidity of two equivalent inequalities is corresponding each other, but the attainability 

of two best constants in two equivalent inequalities is not corresponding each other.) 
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